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Editorial

Update of the guidelines for the publication of genetic population data

Due to the massive number of submissions of varying quality
with population genetic data we decided one year ago to raise the
threshold regarding the acceptance of this type of publications to
ensure a high standard of published data and, therefore, we
updated the FSI: Genetics 2010 guidelines [1] to a new set of
recommendations [2].
In the 2013 guidelines in addition to some new requirements in
the procedure and regarding ethical standards, we signiﬁcantly
increased the number of markers and samples required for
submission to the journal of papers presenting population data
alone, with no additional information on new methods or other
forensically relevant ﬁndings.
We have been working during last year with these new
recommendations. During this period, we have received a number
of critical comments from authors that we have considered and
therefore we have decided to make some amendments in the
requirements.
The ﬁrst change refers to the minimal number of autosomal STRs.
The 2013 guidelines indicate that for data comprising autosomal STR
genotypes only, 17 different autosomal STR loci are required as a
minimum. This was based on the average number of STRs that most
laboratories are routinely using – in most cases forensic laboratories
are using at least two PCR multiplexes (commercial kits or
homemade) on their routine work for a minimal number of 17
autosomal STR markers. However, this number would exclude
laboratories and national and international compilation efforts that
are working with just one kit, for some of the most commonly used
kits. Whilst we certainly recognize the need to restrict the number of
small data sets submitted we think that the forensic community
would beneﬁt from the publication of a large and nationally
important data set such as the ones that are being generated in some
countries. For this reason we have decided to reinstate the 2010
recommendations requiring 15 STRs only.
Concerning X chromosome a minimum number of 12 STRs will
be required and for the Y chromosome a minimum of 17 STRs will
be required as well, taking into account that the core minimum
haplotype (DYS19, DYS389I, DYS389II, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392,
DYS393, DYS385) [3,4] must be provided if it has not been
previously analyzed in the same population sample.
Collaborative efforts to produce large datasets are strongly
encouraged and, therefore, the minimal number of markers should
not be a limitation to the publication of large National or
International collaborative databasing efforts when a signiﬁcant
number of laboratories and samples are involved.
There are also changes in the requirements for the minimum
number of samples. We maintain the threshold of 500 samples for
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autosomal and X-chromosomal STRs but we decrease the
minimum required for Y-chromosomal and mtDNA data to 200
samples. With this reduction in sample number requirements for
lineage markers, we desire to stimulate data generation for these
types of genetic markers to improve understanding of potential
population substructure through gathering relevant data from
around the world.
Flexibility in the total sample number is still possible with small
size populations of forensic interest (such as minorities and small
indigenous population groups), with the editor assigned to the
paper responsible to decide how exceptional the data provided is
and to proceed accordingly. In this case, an effort should be made
to include different type of markers for the same samples, namely,
mtDNA sequences and autosomal, Y-chromosomal and/or Xchromosomal STRs, SNPs and/or InDel markers.
We would also like to stress that scientists are requested to
provide minimum statistics, haplogroup assignments and comparison to ‘‘relevant’’ neighbors (already included in earlier
guidelines) to provide the reader with information that is practical
to a forensic case. With this additional information, these papers
become more attractive for population and medical genetic
researchers.
The requirements outlined here and in the previous recommendations are applied to those papers that are simply presenting
population data – just a description of a database, and the
calculation of diversity indices and population comparison
analyses.
We strongly encourage authors to increase the quality of the data
by adding other forensically relevant information (like mutation
rates, recombination rates, case reports, etc.. . .) or combining
markers and populations together representing a serious population
genetic approach that could make the study worthy of publication as
a full paper in our journal.
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